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Alaska Rules of Court Procedure and Administration 1987 the last book on alaska politics came out over twenty years ago long before the rise of the tea party and sarah palin and the decline of oil
revenue and fisheries with alaska politics and public policy clive thomas has pulled together a diverse team of specialists to update and expand our understanding of the political and policy realities of
alaska this comprehensive volume lays out a detailed map of a political landscape that s physically huge environmentally diverse and constrained in economics and population this book the most
comprehensive on alaska politics and public policy published to date explores how beliefs institutions personalities and power shape alaska politics and public policies understanding how these
elements interact helps explain why and how some issues get dealt with by government in alaska why others get little attention why some are tackled but cannot be resolved and why others are not
addressed at all combining the human element with the interrelationships within the political system gets to the very nature of politics the book ranges from covering the basics of alaska politics to
providing detailed treatments of the factors shaping politics and the operation of government to providing in depth analysis of issues and policies alaska politics and public policy provides a wide range
of information and analysis to a broad readership from those with very little knowledge of alaska politics to alaska politics junkies the book also includes an extensive glossary of terms related to alaska
and its politics two types of people were asked to contribute to the book one group is political scientists and other social scientists the other includes past and present state elected and appointed
officials as well as other political practitioners and observers such as lobbyists and journalists this combination of contributors enables the book to provide both conceptual and hands on insights into
its comprehensive coverage of topics ranging from the role of alaska natives to the influence of interest groups to the reality of the state s dependence on oil to the ambivalent attitude toward the
federal government to the likely potential of the arctic in alaska s future
Alaska Politics and Public Policy 2016-09-15 in children s rights under the law professor samuel m davis examines ways in which the law relates to children from private law torts contracts property
child labor and emancipation to public law first amendment rights of children in school abortion decision making for children school discipline compulsory school attendance and regulation of obscenity
professor davis discusses the major supreme court decisions involving the parent child state relationship he describes issues of medical decision making for children personal freedoms of children and
property entitlements of children and addresses issues that arise in the educational context or school law professor davis also covers child neglect and abuse and summarizes major supreme court
cases in the juvenile justice area discussing the broad jurisdiction of the juvenile court arrest and search and seizure as they apply to children and police interrogation of children finally he examines
how some cases are prosecuted as criminal cases in adult court issues related to the adjudicatory process akin to the trial in adult court and issues related to disposition in juvenile court akin to the
sentencing phase of criminal proceedings
Children's Rights Under and the Law 2011-04-15 alaska has not evolved in a vacuum it has been part of larger stories the movement of native peoples and their contact and accommodation to western
culture the spread of european political economy to the new world and the expansion of american capitalism and culture alaska an american colony focuses on russian america and american alaska
bringing the story of alaska up to the present and exploring the continuing impact of alaska native claims settlements the trans alaska pipeline and the alaska lands act in contrast to the stereotype of
alaska as a place where rugged individualists triumph over the harsh environment distinguished historian stephen haycox offers a less romantic more complex history that emphasizes the broader
national and international contexts of alaska s past and the similarities between alaska and the american west covering cultural political economic and environmental history the book also includes an
overview of the region s geography and the anthropology of alaska s native peoples throughout alaska an american colony haycox stresses the continuing involvement of alaska natives in the state s
economic political and social life and development he also explores the power of myth in historical representations of alaska and the controlling influence of national perceptions of the region
Reports and Documents 1959 with only 54 years of existence the constitution of the state of alaska is in its developmental infancy compared to the constitutional history of the rest of the united states
however having had the benefit of over 300 years the alaskan constitution is a pioneer and model in among other things simplicity coherence vision and accessibility the alaska state constitution
provides an outstanding constitutional and historical account of the state s governing charter in addition to an overview of alaska s constitutional history it provides an in depth section by section
analysis of the entire constitution detailing the many significant changes that have been made since its initial drafting this treatment along with a table of cases index and bibliography provides an
unsurpassed reference guide for students scholars and practitioners of alaska s constitution previously published by greenwood this title has been brought back in to circulation by oxford university
press with new verve re printed with standardization of content organization in order to facilitate research across the series this title as with all titles in the series is set to join the dynamic revision
cycle of the oxford commentaries on the state constitutions of the united states the oxford commentaries on the state constitutions of the united states is an important series that reflects a renewed
international interest in constitutional history and provides expert insight into each of the 50 state constitutions each volume in this innovative series contains a historical overview of the state s
constitutional development a section by section analysis of its current constitution and a comprehensive guide to further research under the expert editorship of professor g alan tarr director of the
center on state constitutional studies at rutgers university this series provides essential reference tools for understanding state constitutional law books in the series can be purchased individually or as
part of a complete set giving readers unmatched access to these important political documents
Confirmation Hearings on Federal Appointments 2011 first series books 1 43 includes notes on u s reports by walter malins rose
Hastings Journal 2001 this volume examines legal concepts and issues as they apply to colleges and universities including the key cases state and federal statutes and administrative rules and
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regulations chapter 1 describes the legal parameters of the nation s court system and the historical heritage of both public and private institutions of higher education chapters 2 and 3 address the
scope of legal control of institutional boards of trustees and describe the imperatives of sunshine laws that require state governmental organizations and agencies to operate openly and publicly
chapter 4 is devoted to faculty employment issues the quest for equity and diversity in employment in higher education is the focus of chapter 5 employment issues involving sexual harassment are
addressed in chapter 6 chapter 7 is devoted to collective bargaining in higher education and provides the case law that sets the legal parameters for determining which collective bargaining issues are
grievable chapter 8 is about student institutional relationships it examines such issues as admissions access affirmative action gender discrimination discrimination surrounding disabilities and
standardized tests in admissions chapter 9 considers liability issues related to the student institutional relationship a table of cases is appended db
State Antitrust Practice and Statutes 1990 discover the rich landscape and scenic beauty of alaska s inside passage including skagway haines juneau sitka petersburg wrangell and ketchikan alaska s
southeast details the region s history culture geography and flora and fauna it also provides extensive information on when to go what to bring how to get there and how to get around where to eat and
where to stay with more than 10 million acres of forest 1 000 islands 10 000 miles of shoreline 50 to 70 major glaciers and thousands of brown bears and eagles alaska s southeast offers much to be
explored
Alaska 2017-05-01 one of the most respected and influential scholars of religious liberty in our time douglas laycock has argued many crucial religious liberty cases in the united states supreme court
his noteworthy scholarly and popular writings are being collected in five comprehensive volumes under the title religious liberty this third volume presents a documentary history of efforts to enact and
implement state and federal religious freedom resto ration acts to include religious liberty protections in same sex marriage legislation and to protect the rights of both sides in the culture wars it
contains articles in scholarly journals op eds for popular audiences and oral and written arguments
The Alaska State Constitution 2011 the rise of the new judicial federalism movement in the 1970s marked a sea change in the history of state constitutional law by shifting the focus of power away
from the central government in ways that had not occurred since the equal protection clause was enacted in 1868 with new judicial federalism many states rediscovered that they were empowered to
enact their own constitutions and to interpret them as they saw fit which enabled states to recognize civil rights and liberties beyond those recognized under the federal constitution equality and liberty
in the golden age of state constitutional law closely examines the evolution of the rights of liberty and equality under state constitutions from both a historical and jurisprudential perspective in it
professor jeffrey m shaman explains that as new judicial federalism gained ground state constitutional law became an important source for the protection of individual rights and liberties states have
since expanded the right of the citizen well beyond the limits of federal law by striking down laws that led to de facto segregation in public schools discriminated against women or allocated public
benefits inequitably state courts were the first to recognize a right of intimate association spurring the u s supreme court to follow suit equality and liberty in the golden age of state constitutional law
is essential reading for anyone interested in this manifestation of law that has developed beyond the purview of national attention and in the resulting evolution of power in u s constitutional law
United States Supreme Court Reports 1892 this set organizes the case law of the supreme court alphabetically with headnotes arranged under modern titles of law it also includes a table of cases
which lists alphabetically all decisions specifying digest sections where headnotes are located publisher
The Colleges, Their Constituencies and the Courts 1999 while freedom of speech is a defining characteristic of the united states the first amendment right is often regulated within certain
environments for years schools have attempted to monitor and regulate student communication both within the educational environment and in student use of social media and other online
communication tools censorship and student communication in online and offline settings is a comprehensive reference source that addresses the issues surrounding student s right to free speech in on
and off campus settings featuring relevant coverage on the implications of digital media as well as constitutional and legal considerations this publication is an essential resource for school
administrators educators students and policymakers interested in uncovering the reasons behind student censorship and the challenges associated with the regulation of students free speech
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